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[2223]. COalitions
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[1552]. code
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Intensive [314, 327, 1066, 1320, 1533, 2539].
intent [1063].
Intention [151, 703].
Inter [523, 615, 886, 1087, 1786, 1888, 1936, 2466].
inter-domain [886, 1087, 2466].
INTER-IoT [1888].
inter-M2M [1786].
Inter-operation [1936].
inter-PMIPv6-domain [523].
inter-prediction [615].
interacting [171].
Interaction [96, 99, 161, 272, 577, 746, 1073, 1106].
interactions [122, 282, 652].
Interactive [3, 28, 143, 144, 261, 366, 519, 531, 540, 574, 747].
INTERCEDE [677].
interchange [332].
interconnect [876].
interconnected [216].
Interconnecting [2191].
Interconnection [100, 283, 375, 994, 1233, 1760].
interdependence [2121].
Interest [493, 1892, 2225].
Interests [2169].
interface [38, 73, 101, 143, 348, 487, 2408].
interfaces [96, 972].
Interfacing [66, 226].
Interference [556, 638, 936, 1419, 1739, 1787, 1911, 1927, 2375].
interleaved [973].
intermediary [187].
intermediary-centric [187].
intermediate [1095].
intermittent [1188, 2191].
Intermittently [1240].
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Internet-based [94, 701].
Internet-of-Things [2503, 2563].
Internet-supported [107].
interoperability [1885, 1888, 2492].
Interoperable [824, 1559, 1883, 1886, 2196].
interoperation [756].
intersection [1324].
intersections [1944].
interworking [305].
interval [261, 750].
intervehicle [343].
intrusion [1079, 1345].
investigating [209].
Investigation [1079, 1345].
Investigations [1409].
involve [1160].
IoT-based [1743].
IoT-Enabled [2456, 2516, 2568].
IoT-Oriented [2363].
IP [181, 216, 233, 356, 377, 532, 582, 583, 692, 769, 819, 941, 972, 1215, 1387, 1406, 1472, 1487, 1622, 1627, 1793, 1808, 2155, 2362, 2452].
IP-based [692, 769].
IP-forwarding [972].
IP-over-WDM [1387].
IP/DWDM [532].
IP/MPLS [1472].
IP/MPLS-over-flexgrid [1472].
iPersea [1730].
IPTV
logs [2570]. Long [1219, 1550, 1633, 2512, 2529]. long-haul [2529].
loose [301]. loss [274, 352, 434, 782]. losses [1560]. lossless [1353].
lossy [1311]. lost [1262]. Lostrego [2107]. Low [683, 772, 1132, 1311, 1336, 1410, 1508, 1514, 1558, 1601, 1651, 1728, 1800, 1884, 2165, 2308, 2441, 2513, 2541].
Low-cost [1132, 1601, 2441]. low-latency [2513]. low-power [1410, 1884].
low-precision [2165]. low-resource [1508]. low-voltage [1558].
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m [74, 186, 433, 866, 899]. m-commerce [186]. m-informational [433].
M/G/1 [74]. M2M [1282, 1362, 1511, 1598, 1630]. MA [303].
management [161, 414, 491, 1020, 1360, 1619, 1945]. Managing
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telepresentations [96].
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